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ABSTRACT
Process in memory (PIM) is a promising solution to
address the “memory wall” issue, and most of the proposed PIM architectures integrate logic with memory.
However, as long as the computation is done by logic,
it needs to access memory for data. In this work, we
propose a novel PIM system, utilizing metal-oxide resistive random access memory (ReRAM) as main memory
and also for computation. As an emerging non-volatile
memory, ReRAM has been considered as a promising
candidate for future memory architecture, thanks to its
high density, fast read access, and low leakage power.
In addition, it has the capability to represent synaptic weights and execute neural networks with its crossbar architecture. Our proposed design is based on a
ReRAM-based main memory system. In the proposed
design, a portion of ReRAM crossbar arrays can be configured either as normal memory or to be used for neural computation (hence a morphable PIM structure).
We design the required peripheral circuits by computing carefully to minimize the area overhead, and also to
provide a hardware-software interface for the developers
so that they can easily configure the proposed design for
various neural network tasks. We evaluate the proposed
design on two sets of benchmarks, and compare it with a
CPU-only solution and two neural process unit (NPU)
solutions (using NPUs as co-processors and as PIMprocessors through 3D stacking). The experiment results
show that the proposed design achieve the best energyefficiency with the highest speedup, which is ∼9000×
faster than the CPU-only solution for large neural networks. In addition, it is also a low-overhead PIM solution, with only < 3.8% area overhead compared to the
normal ReRAM chips.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Conventional computer systems favor separate computation (CPUs) and data storage (memory) components. While the volume of data that computer systems process has skyrocketed over the last decade, data
movement between CPUs and the memory is becoming
∗
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one of the most critical performances and energy bottlenecks in various computer systems ranging from cloud
servers to end-user devices. For example, data transfer between CPUs and off-chip memory consumes two
orders of magnitude more energy than a floating point
operation [1].
Separate computation and memory has remained for
the past several decades in the Von Neumann architecture for certain reasons. From a bottom-up perspective,
traditional digital logic components and SRAM/DRAM
cells are incompatible to each other; they are physically
laid out separately. From a top-down perspective, most
traditional applications require to perform intensive and
accurate logic/arithmetic operations, which can saturate the sophisticated computation resource of CPUs.
However, this computer design principle is being undermined by recent progress in resistive RAM (ReRAM)
technologies [2] (which incorporate both computation
and memory capabilities) and the trend in applications
(that are increasingly data intensive and tolerate approximate computation). While some prior work show
that ReRAMs are promising DRAM/flash replacement,
recent studies demonstrated that ReRAM also has the
capability of performing logic and arithmetic operations [3,
4, 5, 6, 7]. This unique property promises a radical renovation of the relationship between computation and
memory. Moreover, we can trade-off the accuracy of
ReRAM-based computation for better performance [6],
because modern applications abound use cases that allow certain levels of approximation in computation, such
as media processing (audio, video, graphics, and image),
recognition, and data mining.
Motivated by ReRAM’s unique capability and application trends, we propose a design that process in
ReRAM-based main memory, which accelerates neural network (NN) and approximate computing applications by exploiting the same set of ReRAM cells as
both computation elements and memory. In particular, we redesign the peripheral circuits of a portion of
ReRAM arrays, so that we can dynamically reconfigure
the arrays as memory or as computation unit (hence we
call it morphable PIM ). As such, initializing computation on the local data only requires a reconfiguration
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and provides high-bandwidth intra-memory-bank data
movement.
The fundamental uniqueness of the proposed design
is that it exploits ReRAM cells to perform both computation and memory functionality. Most prior work
exploit ReRAM either as DRAM/flash replacement [8,
9, 10] or as synapses in artificial neural networks [3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 11] to perform computation. The proposed
design’s unique property also distinguishes itself from
previous studies on process in memory (PIM) [12, 13,
14], Micron’s Automata processor [15], and 3D stacked
memories with a logic layer that encapsulates processing units to perform computation [16, 17]. Although
these previous designs allow memory to have computation abilities, they employ CMOS-based processing
elements to perform the memory-side computation. As
such, they still implement memory and computation in
separate components.
Recent work employs nonvolatile memory technologies (ReRAM, phase change memory, and spin-transfer
torque RAM) to build ternary content addressable memories (TCAMs), which exploits memory cells to perform
associative search operations [18, 19, 20]. However, to
support such search operations, these studies require redesign of nonvolatile memory cell structures to enable
much larger cell sizes, which inevitably increases the
cost of memory. Since memory is extremely sensitive
to the cost, it is critical to design a PIM with low cost
overhead. Compared to previous TCAM designs, the
proposed design obviates the cost of redesigning memory cells. Furthermore, the proposed design supports
much more sophisticated computation than TCAMs.
In summary, we make the following contributions:

Resistive random access memory, known as ReRAM
or RRAM, is a type of non-volatile memory that stores
information by changing the cell resistances. The general definition does not specify the resistive switching
material or technology. This work focuses on a subset of resistive memories, called metal-oxide ReRAM,
which uses metal oxide layers as switching materials.
Figure 1 (a) demonstrates the metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) structure of an ReRAM cell: a top electrode, a
bottom electrode, and a metal-oxide layer sandwiched
between electrodes. Almost 40 binary metal oxide materials have demonstrated resistive behavior under electrical field. Among them about ten are compatible with
CMOS process, making them attractive candidates for
building ReRAM cells [2]. By applying an external voltage across it, an ReRAM cell can be switched between
a high resistance state (HRS or OFF-state) and a low
resistance state (LRS or On-state), which are used to
represent the logical “0” and “1”, respectively. According to the polarity of the programming voltage, ReRAM
cells can be classified into unipolar ReRAM and bipolar
ReRAM. The resistance switching of a unipolar ReRAM
only depends on the magnitude of programming voltage, whereas in bipolar ReRAM, HRS-to-LRS switching (SET operation) and LRS-to-HRS switching (RESET operation) require programming voltages with opposite polarities. Compared to unipolar ReRAM, bipolar ReRAM is more attractive because of its good cell
characteristics, better switching uniformity, and operating margin. As a result, this work focuses on the bipolar
ReRAM technology.
Figure 1 (b) shows the I-V characteristics of a typical bipolar ReRAM cell. Switching a cell from HRS
(logic “0”) to LRS (logic “1”) is a SET operation, and
the reverse process is a RESET operation. To SET the
cell, a positive voltage that can generate sufficient write
current is required. To RESET the cell, a negative voltage with proper magnitude is necessary. The reported
endurance of ReRAM is up to 1012 [21, 22], making
the lifetime issue of ReRAM-based main memory less
concern than phase change memory (PCM) based main
memory whose endurance has been assumed between
106 -108 [23]. To read the state of a cell, a read voltage
is applied which should be small enough in order not to
flip the cell unintentionally.
A possible ReRAM array organization is based on the
conventional one-transistor-one-resistor (1T1R) ReRAM
cell structure. In this structure, a MOSFET transistor
is required to be integrated with the ReRAM cell as the
access device. With this design, it is possible to accurately control the current to the activated cells through
their dedicated access transistors. On the flip side, the
size of MOSFET should be large enough to satisfy the
current requirement of the SET and RESET operations.
This ultimately increases the cell area and cost. One solution to reduce the cost is to organize an ReRAM array
in an area-efficient crossbar structure, which eliminates
the access transistor, as shown in Figure 1 (c). By doing so, a 4F 2 cell size can be achieved. The biggest

• We propose a morphable ReRAM main memory
architecture built upon ReRAM crossbar arrays,
in which some arrays can either work as normal
memory or perform neural computations on demand.
• We present a complete circuit/microarchitecture
design to enable the adaptive functionality while
keeping the cost overhead low. To reduce the area
overhead of the peripheral circuits, we propose the
polymorphism of peripheral circuits and peripheral circuits sharing between adjacent arrays.
• The proposed design includes a hardware-software
interface so that the developers can configure the
arrays to implement different topologies of NNs.
Also, we show how to make use of the bank-level
parallelism to accelerate NN tasks with various inputs.

2.

ReRAM Basics

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we will introduce the basics of ReRAM
technology and also discuss related work on ReRAMbased memory and computation.
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drawback of a crossbar design comes from the multiple
possible current paths in an array [24]. A lot of previous
studies proposed different solutions to the problems introduced by the sneak current [24, 25], [26, 27, 8, 9, 10].
At device level, a selector can be fabricated on the top
of the ReRAM to construct a non-linear cell in order to
suppress the cell current when biased at half voltage [26,
27]. At circuit level, different biasing schemes and peripheral circuit design options have been analyzed [25,
27, 24]. At architecture level, the variable write latency
caused by the sneak current is optimized with an intelligent memory controller [10].
There are two common approaches to further improve
the density and reduce the cost of ReRAM: multi-layer
crossbar architecture [26, 27, 28, 9] and multi-level cell
(MLC) [29, 30]. ReRAM cells can store more than one
bit of information in a single cell. This MLC characteristic can be realized by changing the resistance of
ReRAM cell gradually under finer SET current or RESET voltage control. Recent work has demonstrated
7-bit MLC ReRAM [31].
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Jung et al. also proposed the hierarchical design of a
large-scale storage-class ReRAM system, using multilayer cross-point architecture [8].
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Figure 2: (a) An artificial neural network with
one input layer and one output layer; (b) using
an ReRAM crossbar array for neural computation.

2.3

Using ReRAM for Neural Computation

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are a family of machine learning algorithms inspired by the human brain
structure. They are presented as systems of interconnected neurons generally, containing an input layer, an
output layer, and probably one or more hidden layers.
Figure 2 (a) shows a simple neural network with an input layer of three neurons, an output layer of two neurons, and no hidden layers. The output bj is calculated
as,
X
bj = σ(
ai · wi,j ),
(1)
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(c)

Figure 1: (a) Conceptual view of an ReRAM
cell; (b) I-V curve of bipolar switching; (c)
schematic view of a crossbar architecture.
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where wi,j are synaptic weights, σ is a non-linear function, i = 1, 2, 3, and j = 1, 2.
In the era of big data, machine learning is widely used
to learn from and make predictions on huge amount of
data. With the advent of deep learning, some neural
network algorithms such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and deep neural networks (DNNs) start
to show their power and effectiveness across a wide
range of applications [32, 33]. NNs are also used to
accelerate approximate computing [34, 35, 36]. There
are many studies on accelerating NNs in hardware on
the platform of GPU [37, 38, 39], FPGA [40, 41, 42] or
ASIC [43, 44, 45, 32, 33].
Historically, it is challenging to realize a neuromorphic system in hardware with both neurons and synapses
implemented by CMOS circuits, because there are thousands of synapses each neuron and each synapse occupies huge area with tens of transistors. As ReRAM
emerges with the crossbar architecture, it becomes a
good candidate to build area-efficient synaptic arrays
for neuromorphic computing [3, 4, 5, 7]. Recently, a
12 × 12 ReRAM crossbar prototype is fabricated with a
fully operational neural network successfully classifying
3 × 3-pixel black/white images into 3 categories [5]. Using ReRAM for neural computation can improve the execution time and power efficiency significantly because
an ReRAM crossbar array can represent a connection
matrix efficiently and implement the matrix-vector multiplication function in an analog manner. Figure 2 (b)

ReRAM Based Memory/Storage Systems

ReRAM has been considered as a cost-efficient replacement of DRAM to build next-generation main memory [10]. With the crossbar array architecture, ReRAM
can achieve a better density than DRAM. The read latency of ReRAM can be comparable to that of DRAM
while its write latency is significantly longer than that of
DRAM (e.g. 5×). One challenge for ReRAM crossbar
architecture is the long RESET latency due to the voltage drop caused by sneak paths, because the switching
time of an ReRAM cell is inversely exponentially related to the voltage applied. Several architectural techniques were proposed [10] to improve the write performance, bridging the performance gap between their optimized ReRAM and DRAM within 10%. In this work,
we adopt a similar performance optimized design of the
ReRAM based main memory.
In comparison with NAND flash, ReRAM has orders
of magnitude lower read/write latency, lower write energy per bit, and higher endurance. The cost per bit
of ReRAM remains to be the key challenge as a NAND
flash replacement. One way to reduce the effective cell
size is to stack multiple layers within a die without
thermal interference. Recently, a two-layer cross-point
32Gb ReRAM chip, which has an effective cell size of
2F 2 , was demonstrated by Toshiba and SanDisk [27].
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Figure 3: The proposed design overview. Comparison of (a) traditional shared memory based
processor-coprocessor architecture, (b) process in memory (PIM) approaches that leverage 2.5D/3D
integration technologies, and (c) the proposed process in ReRAM-based main memory design. (d)
An example the proposed design working flow.
shows an example of using a 3 × 2 ReRAM crossbar
array to execute the neural networks in Figure 2 (a).
The input data ai is represented by analog input voltages on the wordlines. The synaptic weights wi,j are
programmed into the cell conductances in the crossbar
array. Then the current flowing to the end of each bitline is viewed
P as the result of the matrix-vector multiplication, i ai · wi,j . After the current on each bitline
is sensed, a non-linear function unit is adopted to complete the execution.
Implementations of NNs with ReRAM crossbar arrays require specialized peripheral circuit design. First,
the matrix-vector multiplication is analog computation
with current. Therefore, the inputs require digital-toanalog converters (DACs) and the outputs need analogto-digital converters (ADCs). Second, the conductances
of ReRAM cells can only represent either positive or
negative synaptic weights. To tackle this problem, the
connection matrix of the synaptic weights are separated
into two matrices, one containing all the positive weights
and the other containing all the negative weights, and
two ReRAM crossbar arrays are used to implement them
in parallel, and then an analog subtraction circuit is
used to process the results of the two crossbar arrays.
Third, programming the synaptic weights to a crossbar
array requires accurate control of cell resistance levels.
This is the same procedure with a write operation in
MLC ReRAM, and additional circuits to support the
program-and-verify mechanism are needed.

2.4

ing system [3],[5],[7]. Taha et al. [11] proposed an NoC
based many core system with ReRAM crossbar arrays
for NN computing. Different from the proposed design,
this is not a PIM design and does not use ReRAM as
main memory. Therefore, for large-scale NNs, it requires much higher memory bandwidth and consumes
much more energy than a PIM design which reduces the
data movement effectively. Moreover, the whole system
requires a large area footprint since it does not explore
ReRAM’s morphability between memory and computing functionalities.

3.

ARCHITECTURE

Overview. We propose process in ReRAM-based main
memory, which efficiently accelerates neuromorphic computing by leveraging ReRAM’s unique yet largely overlooked property – having computation and data storage
abilities in one device. Figure 3 depicts an overview of
our design. While previous approaches require additional processing units (PU) (Figure 3(a) and (b)), our
design directly leverages ReRAM cells to perform computation without the need for extra PUs. As shown
in Figure 3(c), our design partitions an ReRAM bank
into two regions: memory (Mem) subarrays and a small
number of full function (FF) subarrays. The Mem subarrays only have data storage capability (the same as
conventional memory subarrays). The FF subarrays
have both computation and data storage capabilities,
and they can work in two modes. In memory mode, the
FF subarrays serve as conventional memory. In computation mode, the FF subarrays can execute NNs.
We tailor the peripheral circuits of the memory region with the FF subarrays to enable its switch between
memory mode and computation mode. Figure 3(d) illustrates an example of the bi-directional mode switching. When the FF subarrays switch from memory mode
to computation mode, if they store some data, the data
should be migrated to some allocated space first. The
computation mode works as follows. First, the synaptic weights are written to the corresponding crossbar
arrays in the FF subarrays. Second, the peripheral circuits are configured for computation functionality after

Comparison To The State Of The Art

There is plenty of work on CMOS-based brain-like
computing processor design [43, 44]. For example, TrueNorth [45] is a message passing based multi-core cognitive computing system, in which each core computes
spiking neuron networks with an SRAM based crossbar structure. However, to implement a 6-bit precision
synapse, TrueNorth’s SRAM solution requires 876F2 ,
whereas the proposed design’s ReRAM solution only
needs 4F2 . Furthermore, the proposed design adopts
a totally different communication architecture to support PIM with a low area overhead. There is also a
lot of work on ReRAM-based neuromorphic comput4
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Figure 4: The proposed Architecture. Left: bank structure; Right: functional blocks modified/added
in the proposed design. (a) wordline driver with multi-level voltage sources; (b) column multiplexer
with analog subtraction and sigmoid circuitry; (c) SA uses counters to output multiple levels; (d)
connection between FF and Buffer subarrays; (e) The controller.
receiving the commands from the controller. Third, the
FF subarrays execute the mapped NNs. When the FF
subarrays are about to switch back to memory mode,
the wrap-up step reconfigures the peripheral circuits for
memory functionality.

3.1

traction and non-linear threshold (sigmoid) circuits are
also introduced in the FF subarrays. As shown in Figure 4, we modify the decoders and drivers, the column
multiplexers, and SAs. Global wires are used to route
the data between the Buffer subarray and FF subarrays.
The design of the FF subarrays has two advantages.
First, we make the best use of the peripheral circuits
and share them between memory and computation functionality, which minimizes the area overhead in comparison to state-of-the-art. For example, in a typical ReRAM-based neuromorphic computing system [3],
DACs and ADCs are used for input and output; while in
most ReRAM-based memory design, write drivers and
SAs are used for input and output. Write drivers and
DACs serve for similar functions, providing us the opportunity to unify their design. In the proposed design,
instead of adding the dedicated DACs and ADCs, the
write drivers and SAs are slightly modified to serve the
ADC and DAC functions as well. Second, the FF subarrays can be configured between memory and computation flexibly and efficiently. A more aggressive design
can be easily extended to configure some mats in one
FF subarray for computation and the other mats in the
same FF subarray as memory. The feasibility of such
design is based on the fact that multiplexers are used
to connect all of the add-on circuits with the original
peripheral circuits for memory functionality. Moreover,
the Buffer subarray is also flexible to be configured as
memory or buffer for computation with little modifications.

Full Function Subarray Design

The design goal of the FF subarrays is to support
memory and computing functionalities simultaneously
with minimum area overhead. The key idea is to maximize the reuse of the peripheral circuits for both memory and computation.
The microarchitecture design of the Mem subarrays
is adopted from a performance-optimized ReRAM main
memory [10]. As shown in Figure 4, each Mem subarray contains multiple mats, and each mat contains an
ReRAM crossbar array of SLC 0T1R cells. There are
two major parts of peripheral circuits in Mem subarrays. The first part includes the decoders and the wordline drivers. The wordline driver can provide a certain
voltage (among 0, 1/2Vdd, and Vdd) to the selected
wordline, and they are shared by horizontally adjacent
two mats in the same subarray to reduce area overhead.
The second part consists of the column multiplexers and
the sense amplifiers (SAs). SAs are shared between the
vertically adjacent two mats in different subarrays.
To enable the neural computing functionality, additional peripheral circuits are required in the FF subarrays, as described in Section 2.3. We choose 6-bit
precisions for input, output, and synaptic weights for
computation as it strikes a balance between complexity
and performance after exploring a large design space.
As such, 6-bit DACs, and 6-bit ADCs, and the circuit to
support 6-bit MLC write operations are required. Sub-

3.2

Buffer for the FF Subarrays

The purpose of the Buffer subarrays is two-fold. First,
they are used to cache the input and output data for
5

the FF subarrays. By benefiting from the massive parallelism of the multiply-addition operations provided
by ReRAM crossbar structures, the computation itself
takes a very short time. For example, to execute a
256−256 NN, the computation consumes only ∼1.4µs.
However, the input and output latencies become potential bottlenecks, since they may require to be provided
or stored serially. Therefore, it is necessary to cache the
input and output data. Second, the FF subarrays can
communicate with the Buffer subarrays directly without the involvement of the CPU, so that the CPU can
work with the FF subarrays in parallel.
We choose to configure one adjacent memory subarray to the FF subarrays as the Buffer subarray, which is
close to both the FF subarrays and the global row buffer
so as to minimize the delay. We do not utilize the local
row buffer because it is not large enough to serve typical
NNs. We do not implement the buffer with low-latency
SRAM due to its large area and cost overhead.

3.3

(coding), compiling (code optimization), and code execution. In the programming stage, the proposed design
provides application programming interfaces (APIs) so
that they allow developers to: 1) map the topology of
the NN to the FF subarrays Map Topology, 2) program
the synaptic weights into mats Program Weight, 3) configure the data paths (peripheral circuits) of the FF
subarrays Config Datapath, 4) run computation Run,
and 5) post-process the result Post Proc. In this work,
we assume that the NN has been off-line trained so
that the inputs of each API are already known (NN
param.file). A few previous studies have explored to
implement training with ReRAM crossbar arrays [46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 51], and we plan to further enhance the
proposed design with the training capability in future
work.
In the compiling stage, the mapping from the NN to
the FF subarrays and the input data allocation are optimized (Section 4.2). The output of compiling is the
metadata for synaptic weights mapping, data path configuration, as well as execution commands with data
dependency and flow control. The metadata is also the
input for the execution stage. In the execution stage,
the controller writes the synaptic weights to the mapped
addresses in the FF subarrays; then the controller (re)configures the peripheral circuits via the Datapath Configure commands (Table 1 left) to set up the data paths
for computation; and finally, the controller executes
Data Flow Control commands (Table 1 right) to manage data moving into or out of the FF subarrays at
runtime.

Controller Design

Figure 4(E) illustrates the controller that decodes instruction and provide control signals for all the peripheral circuits in the FF subarray. A key role of the controller is to configure the FF subarrays between memory and computation modes. Table 1 lists the basic
commands used by the controller. The left four commands generate control signals for the multiplexers in
Figure 4, including the selection of the function of each
mat among programming synaptic weights, computation, or memory, as well as the selection of the input
source for computation, either from the Buffer subarray or from the output of the previous layer. The right
four commands in Table 1 control the data movement.
The left four commands are only performed once during the configuration of the FF subarrays. The right
four data movement commands are applied during the
computation phase.
Table 1: Controller Commands
Datapath Configure
prog/comp/mem [mat adr][0/1/2]
bypass sigmod [mat adr] [0/1]
bypass SA [mat adr][0/1]
input source [mat adr][0/1]

4.

4.2
4.2.1

Data Flow Control
fetch [mem adr] to [buf adr]
commit [buf adr] to [mem adr]
load [buf adr] to [FF adr]
store [FF adr] to [buf adr]

SYSTEM-LEVEL DESIGN

Software-Hardware Interface

Figure 5 shows the stack of the proposed design to
support NN programming, which allows developer to
easily configure the FF subarrays for neural network
applications1 . From software programming to hardware execution, there are three stages: programming
1

NN Mapping Optimization

The mapping of the NN topology (from the off-line
training result) to the physical ReRAM cells is optimized during compile time.2 For different scales of NNs,
we have different optimizations.
Small-Scale NN. When an NN can be mapped to a
single mat (here, we only consider either the positive
part or the negative part), it is small-scale. Although
we can simply map a small-scale NN to some cells in
one mat, the other cells in this mat may be wasted.
Moreover, the speedup for very small NNs is not obvious, because the latency of the peripheral circuits may
overwhelm the latency of the multiply-addition operations on ReRAM cells. Our optimization is to map the
same NN to different independent portions of the mat,
in order to increase the utilization of the ReRAM cells
of the mat as well as improve the throughput. For example, to implement a 25 − 1 NN, we duplicate it by 10
times and then map a 250 − 10 NN to the target mat.
Furthermore, if there is another FF mat available, we
can also duplicate the mapping to the second mat, and

In this section, we present the system-level design.
The software-hardware interface framework is described
first. Then, we focus on the optimization of NN mapping and data allocation during compile time. Next,
we introduce the operating system (OS) support for
switching FF subarrays between memory and computation modes at run time.

4.1

Compile Time Optimization

level while the design details of OS kernel, compiler, tool
chains are left as engineering work.
2
the proposed design supports convolution by mapping
multiply-add operations to ReRAM crossbar. It also supports mean pooling of N numbers by applying the same
weight 1/N to a linear combination of these numbers.

Due to space limit, we only depict the key steps at high
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Figure 5: The software perspective: from source code to execution.
images to all banks. As current page placement strategies expose memory latency or bandwidth information
to the OS [55, 56], the proposed design further exposes
the bank ID information to the OS, so that the data of
each image can be mapped to a single bank.
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then the two mats can work simultaneously in a pingpong manner: when the first mat is loading or storing
data, the second mat is computing, and vice versa.
Medium-Scale NN. When an NN cannot be mapped
to a single mat, but still can fit to several FF mats of
one bank, it is medium-scale. During the mapping in
compile time, a medium-scale NN has to be split into
small ones so as to fit in the mats of a 256 × 256 size.
For example, to implement a 1024 − 1024 NN, it is split
into 16 256×256 parts and mapped to 16 different mats.
After they finish computation, their results have to be
merged. In the example, 4 results will count for 1 output
of the original NN. Note that due to the non-linearity of
the sigmoid function, we need to finish the split-merge
procedure before go to the sigmoid unit.
Large-Scale NN. A large-scale NN is one NN that
cannot be mapped to a single bank. For the NN with
such scale, intuitively it can be divided into small trunks
and map each trunk to a bank serially. This naive solution requires reprogramming FF subarrays for each
iteration, and the latency overhead of doing so will
offset the benefits of the execution speedup. Alternatively, PRIME leverages multiple banks to implement
the NN. Those banks can run in parallel to improve
the throughput (Section 4.2.2). PRIME promises interbank data movements to allow communication between
banks, which can be implemented by exploiting the
internal bus shared across all banks [52]. The intrabank data communication are then managed by the
controller, which can handle arbitrary network connections. If the bank-level parallelism can be fully utilized, PRIME can handle a maximal single layer with
∼1.7×1010 synapses per chip, which is even larger than
the largest NN to date (YouTube video object recognition [53], 1.7×109 synapses) and the largest NN mapped
on existing NPUs (TrueNorth [45], 1.4×107 synapses).
In Section 5, we implement ConvNet VGG-D [54] on
PRIME, which has 1.4×107 synapses and 1.7×1010 operations.

Bypass
Reg.
Buffer
Subarray

(b) mat-level mapping (2× replicas )

Figure 6: A Mapping Example. Left: (a) Two
optimizations for the convolution layer. Right:
(b) mat-level mapping and optimization.
We show how CNN-1 in Table 2 is mapped to PRIME
in this section. We use 256 × 256 ReRAM mats, and
assume that ReRAM cells in FF subarrays can be programmed in 4-bit precision and the synaptic weights
of the NN are 8-bit in the application. Therefore, to
present one weight, two cells are used. In CNN-1, the
convolution layer has five 5 × 5 convolution kernels.
Then, the weight matrix is of size 25(= 5·5)×10(= 5·2).
In order to improve latency and ReRAM utility, the
compile-time optimization might replicate the matrix
10 times, and map a 250 × 100 weight matrix to a
256 × 256 mat. Actually, the optimization can be better
for a convolution layer. Because two adjacent convolution operations share most of the inputs, e.g., 20 out
of 25 inputs for a 5×5 kernel in this case, we are able
to map more replicas of the 25 × 10 weight matrix in
one mat in a smart way, as shown in Figure 6(a). In
this way, we make 24 replicas in one mat, increasing
the number of output data from 50 to 120 as well as
reducing the number of input data from 250 to 140. In
CNN-1, the pooling layer adopts 4 : 1 max pooling.
Since each pooling requires a 4 × 6 weight matrix, we
can map 42 replicas in one mat. In CNN-1, the fully
connected layers are 720−70−10. Since the input dimension is larger than 256, we apply the split-merge
mapping. First, the 720 × 140(= 70 · 2) weight matrix
is mapped into 3 mats, each of size 240 × 140. Then,
the merging of the results from those three mats is performed in another mat to achieve the final results. In
the merging mat, since the weight matrix is 3 × 1, we

Bank-level Parallelism and Data Placement

Since FF subarrays reside in banks, the proposed design intrinsically inherits bank-level parallelism to speed
up execution. Note that the FF subarrays in different
banks have the same computing configurations. For instance, if a bank is considered as an NPU, the proposed
design contains 64 NPUs per bank (8banks×8chips) so
that 64 images can be processed in parallel. To take advantage of the bank-level parallelism, the OS is required
to place one image in one bank, and evenly distribute
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tain weights is equivalent to writing MLC ReRAM cells,
which is both time- and energy-consuming. To reduce
the overhead of programming, data comparison write
schemes are used [60].
Endurance. PRIME does not deteriorate ReRAM’s
lifetime. Prior techniques that extend ReRAM’s lifetime can be integrated into PRIME seamlessly. When
morphed as memory, the ReRAM serves as SLC with
1012 [21, 22] lifetime. When morphed as accelerators,
the ReRAM serves as MLC but only written at the programming step (writing synaptic weights). Given a 10year lifetime and 109 MLC endurance3 , PRIME can be
re-programmed every 300ms, which is far ahead of the
expected programming rate that occurs daily, weekly,
or even monthly.
Sneak Current and IR-Drop.
When serving as
memory, a ReRAM crossbar array suffers from multiple possible current paths. A lot of previous studies
proposed different solutions to solve the sneak current
problem at device, circuit, and architecture levels [24,
25, 26, 27, 8, 9, 10], which are adoptable in PRIME.
However, when serving for computing, the sneak current does not matter, since all of the currents are part
of the computation [6]. The IR-drop on a wordline is another challenge. Xu et al. [10] proposed a double-sided
ground biasing technique to solve this problem, which is
adopted in PRIME. Moreover, proper training [50] and
layout engineering [62] can further address the IR-drop
for ReRAM-based NN computation.

can execute 85 merging operations in one mat at the
same time.
In each mat, computation and data input/output can
work in a pipelined way, thanks to the input latches
and output registers in Figure 4 A and C . All the
mats can work in parallel, and the data communication
among them either goes through the Buffer subarray
or bypasses it with the help of the bypassing registers
(as shown in Figure 4 C ). When a mat has bypassed
inputs (not from the Buffer subarray but from the bypassing registers) and is dedicated for a whole layer (not
one of a set of mats for split-merge mapping), in order to improve the throughput, we can duplicate the
mat and make the two mats work in a ping-pong mode,
in which one mat receives its inputs from the previous layer while the other does the computation. As
shown in Figure 6(b), the pooling layer, the merging
layer of the fully connected layer 1, and the the fully
connected layer 2, are configured to work in ping-pong
mode. The whole system takes ten mats, Mats 1 to
10, and we duplicate it using Mats 11 to 20. We do not
replicate more because with two copies the data communication latency totally hides the computation latency.
More copies cannot further improve the throughput because the latency-dominated data communication is serial among mats through the bus-based Buffer subarray.

4.3

Run Time Optimization

When FF subarrays are configured for NN applications, the memory space is reserved and supervised by
the OS so that it is invisible to other user applications. However, during the runtime, if none or only
a few of their crossbar arrays are used for computing,
and the page miss rate is higher than the predefined
threshold (which indicates the memory capacity is insufficient), the OS is able to release the reserved memory addresses as normal memory. It was observed that
the memory requirement varies between workloads and
proposed to dynamically adjust the memory capacity
by switching between SLC and MLC modes in PCMbased memory [57]. The page miss rate curve can be
tracked dynamically by using either hardware or software approach [58]. In our design, the granularity to
flexibly configure a range of memory addresses for either
computing or memory is crossbar array (mat): when
an array is configured for computing, it stores multibit synaptic weights; when an array is used as normal
memory, it stores data as single-bit cells. The OS works
with memory management unit (MMU) to keep all the
mapping information of the FF subarrays, and decides
when and how much reserved memory space should be
released, based on the combination of the utilization of
FF subarrays for computing and the page miss rate.

4.4

5.

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate our design. We first describe the benchmark and experiment methodology, and
then present the performance and energy results, and finally estimate the area overhead.

5.1

Experiment Setup

Benchmark. We use two sets of benchmarks in
our experiments, as listed in Table 2. The first set
(AxBench) is an approximate computing benchmark
using NNs [34], and we choose five of them. The second set (MlBench) comprises six NN designs for machine learning applications. CNN-1 and CNN-2 are
two CNNs, and MLP-S/M/L are multilayer perceptrons
(MLPs) with different network scales: small, medium,
and large. Those five NNs are evaluated on the widely
used MNIST database of handwritten digits [63]. The
sixth NN, ConvNet VGG-D, is well known for ImageNet
Challenge [54]. It is an extremely large NN, containing
16 weight layers and 137.2MB synapses, and requires
∼ 1.7 × 1010 operations.
Methodology. We compare the proposed design
with several counterparts. The baseline is a CPU-only
solution. We also evaluate different NPU solutions: using NPU as a co-processor (out of memory), and using
NPU as a PIM-processor through 3D stacking. Because
AxBench employs very small NNs for approximate com-

Discussion

Overhead of Writing Synaptic Weights. In the
execution stage, before the computation starts, we need
to program the target ReRAM cells according to the
synaptic weights. We adopt a similar mapping engine
described in prior work [59]. Programming cells to cer-

3

MLC endurance is reported between 107 [61] to 1012 [22].
We adopt 109 to have a conservative lifetime estimation.
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Figure 7:
The Energy Saving Results of
AxBench (vs. CPU).

puting whereas MlBench utilizes very large NNs for pattern recognition, we compare the proposed design with
two different NPU designs for the two benchmark sets,
a simple serial NPU for AxBench [34], and a complex
parallel NPU for MlBench [32]. The configurations of
these comparatives are described as follows.

circuit modifications, i.e., write driver [68] (serves as
DAC), sigmoid [69], and sense amplifier [70] (serves as
ADC) circuits. We built a trace-based in-house simulator to evaluate different systems, including CPU-only,
PRIME, NPU co-processor, and NPU PIM-processor.
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coNPU-p

pimNPU-p-xN

PRIME

50.81

16.45

8170

179600
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17507
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CPU: The configurations of CPU and ReRAM based
main memory are shown in Table 3, including the key
memory timing parameters for simulation.
coNPU-s:
This is a serial NPU co-processor, and
its design is according to the NPU design for generalpurpose approximate programs [34]. It contains eight
processing engines (PEs) working at 500MHz. Each PE
has an 8-bit integer multiply-add data path, a 128KB
input FIFO queue, a 128KB output FIFO queue, a
512KB weight FIFO queue, and a 2KB Sigmoid LUT.
pimNPU-s: It has the same serial NPU design with
the coNPU-s, and 64 such NPUs are 3D-stacked on
top of ReRAM based main memory. Compared with
coNPU-s, pimNPU-s enjoys a larger memory bandwidth
through TSV. Moreover, 64 NPUs can work in parallel.
coNPU-p: This is a parallel NPU co-processor, and
its design is based on the DianNao NPU design [32].
Each NPU is able to calculate a 16×16 NN at one time,
through a three-stage pipeline: 1) multiplication with a
16×16 6-bit integer multiplier, 2) addition with a 256to-1 adder tree, and 3) Sigmoid. Each NPU has a 2KB
input buffer, a 2KB output buffer, and a 32KB weight
buffer.
pimNPU-p: This is a PIM-processor with 64 parallel NPUs 3D-stacked on top of ReRAM based main
memory.
We modeled the above NPU designs using Synopsys Design Compiler and PrimeTime with 65nm TSMC
CMOS library. We also modeled ReRAM based main
memory and our system with modified NVSim [64],
CACTI-3DD [65] and CACTI-IO [66]. We adopt Pt/TiO2x/Pt devices [67] with Ron /Roff = 1kΩ/20kΩ and 2V
SET/RESET voltage. The FF subarray is modeled
by heavily modified NVSim, according to peripheral

Energy Results

The overall energy saving for AxBench are presented
in Figure 7 (left). All the NPU solutions and the proposed design are much more energy-efficient than the
CPU-only solution. The proposed design almost reaches
the ideal energy saving results assuming that the accelerated portions do not consume any energy at all.
Moreover, the proposed design has about twice the energy saving of pimNPU-s on average. coNPU-s is almost
as energy-efficient as pimNPU-s, because AxBench does
not benefit from PIM due to its some memory footprint. Figure 7 (right) shows the energy saving results
on the accelerated portions of AxBench. We find that
using ReRAM for neural computation is much more
energy-efficient than logic (NPU) solutions. On average, the proposed design saves more than 80× energy
than coNPU-s and pimNPU-s in neural computations
across AxBench.

1.86

tRCD-tRC-tRP-tWR 13.4-15.1-0.5-32.4 (ns)

5.2

1.42

Table 3: Configurations of CPU and Memory.
Processor
4 cores; 3GHz; Out-of-order
L1 I&D cache Private; 32KB; 4-way; 2 cycles access;
L2 cache
Private; 2MB; 8-way; 10 cycles access;
16GB ReRAM; 533MHz;
ReRAM-based
8 chips/rank; 8 banks/chip;
Main Memory

Energy Save Norm. to CPU

CNN-1
CNN-2
MLP-S
MLP-M
MLP-L

coNPU-s
coNPU-s

1E+02

AxBench

MlBench

Table 2: The Benchmarks and Topologies.

1E+00

CNN-1

CNN-2

MLP-S

MLP-M

MLP-L

VDD

gmean

Figure 8: The Energy Saving Results on MlBench (vs. CPU).

5.3

Area Overhead

Given 1/16 of a bank is FF subarrays, the proposed
design only incurs 3.77% area overhead, which is much
smaller than pimNPU-s (6.37%) and pimNPU-p (35.09%),
respectively. There are 39% area added-on for supporting the computing: increased driver takes 6%, subtraction and sigmoid circuit take 17%, and controlling, multiplexer, etc. cost 16%.

6.

CONCLUSION

The proposed design explores the unique feature of
ReRAM – having data storage and neural computation
capabilities in a single device. In the proposed design,
part of the ReRAM memory arrays is enabled for neural computations. They can either perform computation to accelerate neural network applications or serve
as memory to provide a larger working memory space
(hence we call it morphable PIM structure). We also
provide circuit-level and system-level designs to support
the proposed design for various tasks. With circuits
reuse, the proposed design incurs only 3.77% area overhead to the original ReRAM chips. The experiment
results show that, for approximate computing benchmarks, the proposed design reduces the execution time
by ∼9× and saves the energy by ∼1000× compared with
a CPU-only solution; and for machine learning benchmarks, it achieves a ∼9000× speedup and ∼4000× energy saving.
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